Secure Cloud for Azure
Extend your network, identity and security
boundaries directly into Azure.

Embrace cloud with confidence and all of the freedom to
build and deploy. Consume services as though they were onpremises in your own data centre. Meet the security and
assurance requirements placed on government.

Why customers use
Secure Cloud
•

PROTECTED-ready solution
designed explicitly to build
on the certification of Azure’s
Australian-based regions.

•

The quickest and simplest
way for a customer to
securely consume Azure as an
extension of their
environment.

•

Accelerate digital
transformation without the
concerns and with all of the
confidence to build and
deploy.

What is Secure Cloud for Azure?
Secure Cloud allows you to get the most out of hyperscale cloud computing by
securely extending your network, identity and security boundaries directly into
Azure. Confidently deploy solutions knowing that trusted controls, processes and
automation are in place to encapsulate and protect your presence in the cloud,
silently maintaining the security and integrity of your systems and data.

On-boarding, streamlined

Cloud presence, secured

Innovation, assured

We’ve done the work for you

Building on Microsoft’s trusted cloud

Do what your business does best

Fast track cloud adoption with a
defined set of processes and standards
– a cloud framework – and security
certification documentation tailored to
your deployment.

Aimed at government and regulated
industry, Secure Cloud is designed to
be PROTECTED-ready and meet
government security and assurance
needs in accordance with ASD’s ISM.

Secure Cloud silently maintains the
security and integrity of your systems and
data so you can get on with realising all
of the potential that’s only available in
Microsoft’s hyperscale cloud.

Scalable and affordable for
every business

Constantly monitored,
maintained and matured

Thousands of hours of
development

Secure Cloud is a culmination of thousands of hours of development, bringing together the best technologies and services
available from Azure, the brightest technical minds and years of relevant industry experience, so that you can get back to
focusing on what your business does best.
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